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WHAT IS OMEGANISM?
BRIEF SUMMARY

OMEGANISM (oh-meg-ann-iz-um) is religion I have been developing since 1992. It
attempts to use certain shapes, colours and sounds in a structured way to attain particular
spiritual states - and also examines any personal and social barriers that stand in the way
of doing so. A mixture of mystical and real-world solutions are put forward.
How do we work out what is real?



Future Spirit - which deals with what is normally beyond nature - and is more important
Earth Spirit - which reflects the mysteries of nature - and is less important in the long-term

Is this mostly about "sin" or "telling me what I've done wrong"?
No it is NOT! It's about developing on existing individual potential for both new AND familiar
spiritual outcomes. It is not an idiotic repeat of Christianity, Islam or anything you've heard of.
What are the key issues that Omeganism should deal with first?








Barriers to thinking/meditation
Over-sentimentality in religious & secular thinking (e.g: "All you need is love")
Excessively "political" solutions. Why not ask what YOU can do for your community or country?
Social & educational barriers, plus a lack of clarity in what people think and what people do.
Not all religions are equal. In Britain, the 3 biggest "problem religions" are Judaism, Christianity
& Islam. Also - many other religions do not have the same funding - or political influence!
Racism (based on colour) - and racial harassment
Legislation that creates censorship - and a lack of freedom of expression in general

Do I have to "convert" to use any of the methods?
Not necessarily. Some of the methods of Omeganism can be used by anyone. Others require
a more serious commitment. People can take out or input into the Faith whatever works for them.
How would such a religion be established?
Through a training course, comparable with the Alpha Course taken by Christians and nonChristians alike. First of all, it CAN be done - and much more simply than you might think. How do
we know this? Well - the aims and methods MUST consider those with no religion whatsoever otherwise they would not work. Many methods I cover are already used by existing public
institutions and have worked well in the past - but I also introduce new and experimental methods.

"POLITICAL" SOLUTIONS ALONE WILL CONTINUE TO FAIL THE INDIVIDUALS AND
COMMUNITIES THEY SERVE. I DON'T JUST THINK THIS - I KNOW IT!

Omeganism :

"WE CAN CONQUER OUR DOUBTS TOGETHER"
WEB: http://informationaboutv.angelfire.com

